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New Zealand’s leading early childhood education organisation supporting the
managers, owners, and committee members of education and care centres, with a
membership of over 1000 centres nationwide.

Your ECC Membership
Advocacy and representation
• Belong to the largest representative body
of licensed early childhood centres in New
Zealand. Our 1000+ member centres are both
community-owned and commercially owned,
employ more than 7000 staff, and care for more
than 50,000 children.

Professional Development
• Member discounts on the ECC Annual
Conference and Seminar Series
• Access to members-only professional
development seminars

Information and Advice

• The Early Childhood Council represents YOUR
interests to government and the wider early
childhood and business communities.

Access to the ECC’s expert advisors

Member Benefit Schemes

Access to HypertECC

Access to members-only prices on products
• Photocopiers, televisions, teaching resources,
stationery, art/craft supplies, and more!

Access to members-only prices on services
• Direct debit services, bulk funding advances,
telephone and internet services
• The best deal on insurance for your centre with
our Child Proof Insurance Scheme

• Employment, business, compliance and sector
issues, regulations and government policy

• The ECC’s online information portal and
weekly electronic news

ECC Member Handbooks
• Employer’s Handbook
• Policy Handbook
• Health and Safety Handbook
• Performance Review Handbook
• Good Governance Guide and Toolkit for
community-owned centres

For information go to the membership section of our website at www.ecc.org.nz, contact us on 0800 742 742,
email admin@ecc.org.nz, or fill in the membership application form in this issue of Swings & Roundabouts.

The ECC is proud to have associations with the following companies:

The Early Childhood Council is the largest representative body of licensed early childhood centres in
New Zealand. Our 1000+ member centres are both community-owned and commercially owned, employ more
than 7000 staff and care for more than 50,000 children.
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FROM THE EDITOR

From the editor...
Welcome to the June issue of
Swings & Roundabouts.
You will probably notice that we have a few more photos in this issue. Our stock
of photos has been running low of late, so recently I organised a photo shoot to
replenish it. This meant visiting two of our members’ centres with a professional
photographer in tow to capture all of the things that go on during the course of a
day in an early childhood centre.
I would like to say a very big thank you to the centres who let us spend some
time with them. I am full of respect and admiration for the commitment, care and
professionalism that you all invest in caring for the children and families you serve.
I staggered away exhausted after only a few hours of being climbed on, singing
songs at mat time and having some seriously in depth discussions about the
colour purple. The sheer energy involved as you educate, nurture, feed,
sing, dance, play and clean up after the huge range of activities you offer
is incredible.
A big thank you, too, to the dads who offered their time to be photographed.
At the ECC we are committed to attracting more men into early childhood
education and care. In New Zealand our rate of male participation is shockingly
low. I think one of the simplest ways we can create change is to normalise the
idea of men working with children. Men who want to engage with ECE as a
career often mention that people think it is an odd choice for them. But the more
we see it, the less “odd” it becomes. So, as well as a male staff member, and
some shots of our photographer (taken, not very expertly, by me!), we got some
dads to come along to help to increase our stock of photos showing positive
male interaction with children.
And, finally, a big thank you to Steven Neville from Auckland Sports
Photography. We decided to get Steven to take our photos because we wanted
someone who could get shots of a centre in action. We didn’t want cute, posed
shots – we wanted to show children and ECE staff busy at work and play. Steven
did a fantastic job – the children thought he was great fun, and he has the knack of
spotting a photo opportunity and capturing it in that split second that it happens. If
you want to know more about Steven’s work, check out his website at:
www.aucklandsportsphotography.com
As always, we have a great range of articles for you in this issue.
I hope you enjoy it.
Stay warm!

Sarah Ellich
Publications Manager
Early Childhood Council
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CEO’s message
Welcome to this winter issue of Swings and Roundabouts.
Temperatures are certainly dropping around the country, as
woollen hats and gloves replace sunhats and sunscreen, and
early childhood centres on ski-fields get busy. My 2 year old
is enjoying his new big green gumboots, which he uses to
jump into every puddle with great screams of delight.
Winter is such a wonderful time to enjoy together with
children – if only it wasn’t
for the winter bugs, sore
throats, coughs and
colds. What strategies
have you put in place or
will you put in place to
help prevent and limit the
spread of illnesses and
help protect the health of
your staff and children?

child ratios but placing even more pressure on labour supply.
Poaching teachers is becoming a reality no one likes. The
staffing shortage is not an Auckland problem – it is a national
problem. It’s not a problem of centre management or centre
quality – it is, irrefutably, a policy problem.
I’m writing this message before Budget day and our national
early childhood conference. We have our fingers crossed
that in her address to the
conference Education
Minister Hon Anne
Tolley will say that the
Government will put
in place real measures
to solve the staffing
shortage. There are
a number of ways the
Government could do this
and without cost.

“Unrelated to winter, the
recent swine flu scare had
many centres checking and
revising their Pandemic Plan.
It’s not really a matter of if,
but when, we might have
a major pandemic in New
Zealand. Having a plan in
place is vital.

Unrelated to winter,
the recent swine flu
scare had many centres
checking and revising
their Pandemic Plan. It’s
not really a matter of if,
but when, we might have
a major pandemic in New
Zealand. Having a plan
in place is vital. If your
centre has to close, be
it because of a national
pandemic or, say, a
measles outbreak among
your children, how are
you going to cover staff
wages, rent and so on?
Is insurance something you need to be considering? Don’t
forget that the ECC’s Child Proof business insurance scheme
has pandemic cover up to $250,000. See page 10 of this
issue for more information

There are some other
big issues that we are
working hard to try to
see resolved, and we’ll
be staying in touch with
our members on these
issues via our weekly
electronic updates. The
Early Childhood Council
membership is comprised
of more than 1,000
centres representing a
range of big to small,
private and community,
locally operated and
nationally operated,
philosophically and culturally different centres. Membership
is amazingly diverse and this gives our organisation a strong
and informed voice.

If your centre has to close...
how are you going to cover
staff wages, rent and so on?”

The staffing shortage poses at this very moment a most
serious threat to provision of early childhood education and
care. As one South Island licensee put it, more centres are
under threat of closure if we have to meet the 80% registered
target in 2010 than from the likelihood of swine flu!
The ECC first warned about this shortage a number of years
ago. The situation is now chronic. Some centres have been
forced to close already, some have been told they cannot
stay on a provisional license indefinitely, while all the time
more centres are opening because there is a high demand
from parents for childcare. Many kindergartens have been
changing from sessional to full-day, thereby raising their staff-
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Soon we will be running seminars to provide an update on
what you need to do to comply with the regulations and
amendments. I look forward to seeing many of you as we
travel around the country.
Wishing you all a warm and fun winter,

Sarah Farquhar
Chief Executive Officer
Early Childhood Council
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ECC Annual
Conference 2009
SARAH ELLICH reports

Rotorua turned on some spectacular
weather for us over the weekend of
29-31 May for our 2009 conference at
the Energy Events Centre. It was still
cold in the mornings, so our delegates
loved this year’s gift of a thermal mug to
keep their coffee warm – we even had
people trying to buy extras from us!

We had 61 trade stands this year and
we still only took up two
thirds of the Energy Events
Centre’s huge Unison Arenas.
It was great for the delegates
to be able to get their meals
and wander around the stalls
without being cramped.

With most of our keynote speeches on
Friday, the day was focused on the big
picture. Dr Stephen Rollin opened with
a discussion on promoting resilience
in children; Dr Glenda MacNaughton
spoke on inspiring children’s rights in the
ECE curriculum; and the ever-popular
Joy Lubawy returned to talk about
having a vision of creativity.

Saturday began with the first
workshop and it was BUSY!
Almost all of our workshops
were full this year, even with
the very generous-sized rooms.
There was a big range to choose
from, from celebrating culture to
managing time and stress, leadership
and advocacy, creative yoga, through to
sustainable childcare design.

The Minister of Education, Hon Anne
Tolley, addressed the delegates in
the afternoon and spoke on the key
Budget impacts on ECE services, the
Government’s vision for early childhood
education, and promoting participation
in ECE – particularly for children who are
not currently accessing it. She then met
with our CEO Sarah Farquhar and our
President Margie Blackwood to discuss
our sector’s key concerns.
Immediate past ECC CEO Sue
Thorne addressed our delegates on
the role that each of us has to play in
advocating for our sector through the
important relationships we develop with
parents, with local MPs and our wider
communities.
A fun half hour was had at the end of the
day with spot prizes generously given by
trade exhibitors and suppliers. We made
you work for them this year, and we were
all very impressed by the delegates who
named the most James Bond movies
and the most Lynley Dodd books! After
the prizes we filed next door to the trade
fair for a cocktail function with some very
delicious nibbles.

We wrapped up the day with a keynote
from Dr Lester Levy from The University
of Auckland. By all accounts, Dr Levy
was a real motivator and everyone was
full of energy and inspiration as they
left for the day… many to return for
the What You Wanted To Be When You
Grew Up Gala Dinner.
Talk about inspiration! Some of this
year’s costumes were phenomenal, and,
along with my trusty co-judge, Carla
from Icon, I had some difficult decisions
to make. In the end we gave away seven
prizes including the most unusual to the
lovely Allison who wanted to be a tree
when she grew up, and the best overall
to the first women on the moon. Made
from painter’s overalls, washing machine
parts, coke bottles, bra supports and
silver boots from The Warehouse, these
costumes were a sight to behold. Go to
http://lookphotography.zenfolio.com to
check out the photos from the night.
On Sunday we had our final two
workshop sessions and our CEO Sarah
Farquhar gave a keynote speech

addressing the Budget and what we can
expect in the short and medium term
from the Government. You can view a
copy of her presentation on our website:
www.ecc.org.nz
Finally, it was onto the conference
closing, with a prize draw from Vero/
Child Proof of a coloured ball pit, and
our first ever conference auction.
Naturally Wood donated a gorgeous
wooden loft for this event and it was
extremely exciting! The loft went for
$3850.00 on the day. Last, but definitely
not least was the major prize draw of a
46” color LCD television valued at over
$4000 and donated by Sharp.
Another great conference – Thanks to
all our delegates, presenters, exhibitors,
and everyone who donated such
wonderful prizes to this event. A very
big thank you to Kathy Hawker and her
team from Flying Start Childcare who
packed our 800 conference bags with
the mugs, a 2010 diary, pads and pens
and over 25 flyers. And a massive thank
you to Marleen and the team from Icon
Conference and Event Management.
This is their third conference with us and
they do such a fantastic job. We couldn’t
do it without them.
See you all in Christchurch 2010!

Photos by Sarah Ellich.
JUNE 2009
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ECC Member
Benefit Schemes
Don’t wait until a disaster strikes
to see how good your cover is compare your insurance now!
Benefits of CHILD PROOF – the ECC’s exclusive
business insurance scheme

Over 600 ECC members’
centres insured. Your collective
support provides you with lower
premiums and a lot more cover!

and articles on a wide range of issues
specific to childcare.
• Discounted Building Valuations by
Quotable Value (QV)

• Blanket cover on contents and loss
of income so you do not become a
victim of being under insured.

Premium Costs: (indicative only,
based on an average centre)

• Pandemic cover up to $250,000.

Childcare licensed up to 30 children

• Data protection – automatic on line
back ups.

• $1736.00

• A free legal help line for employment
related issues.

• $2170.00

• Liability cover for licensees, committee
members, owners, volunteers.
• Full access to the Child Proof website,
which provides online claim forms, an
employee benefits programme
to assist you with retaining key staff,

Childcare licensed up to 40 children

Childcare licensed up to 50 children
• $2676.00
Childcare licensed up to 75 children
• $2950.00
Prices current at time of printing

For more information or a quote contact
Gary Thomas – Scheme Manager
Tel: 0800 765 429
Email: gary.thomas@crombielockwood.co.nz
www.childproof.co.nz
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The GSB ECC Savings Scheme saves you time and money - allowing
you to concentrate on the people that need you most – your staff,
children and parents.
Whether for one off purchases such as motor vehicles and computer equipment or regular supplies such as fuel, office
products, food and beverages, bathroom supplies and cleaning products, building and maintenance products, the
GSB ECC Savings Scheme has the right supplier and exclusive pricing for you.

Get Saving with GSB
Benefit from the buying power of 3000 member organisations today! To find out more or join GSB and save over
50% off our normal annual membership fee, call us free 0508 20 30 40 or via email ask@gsb.co.nz or complete our
member registration form at www.gsb.co.nz.

Exclusive savings for GSB ECC Members
Packaging House
GermFree24 150ml spray bottle: RRP $15.58/ea; GSB price $10.97ea (3015514)
GermFree24 400ml refill: RRP $34.44/ea; GSB price $22.65/ea (3015626)
Dispenser for 400ml: RRP $87.78/ea; GSB price $57.70/ea (3015624)

Introducing our newest supplier:
Noel Leeming specials
Breville TK060 Cordfree Kettle: RRP: $79.99; GSB Price: $43.99 Incl GST (14782)
Electrolux Z1570 Vacuum: RRP: $159.99; GSB Price: $87.98 Incl GST (46843)
Breville BTA320 Toaster: RRP: $69.99; GSB Price: $36.12 Incl GST (44939)
Samsung MW123H Microwave: RRP: $199; GSB Price: 154.77 Incl GST (35629)

Sharp and the ECC
Supporting childcare centres with better
printing solutions
Sharp New Zealand has been working with the ECC and its
member centres throughout the country for over three years,
placing better and more efficient business equipment into centres,
products which would not normally be within reach of many
centres without the specially negotiated deals through the ECC.
Quality colour business machines not only save
valuable space and time, but invest more of the money
you spend on ink into hardware with a lower running
cost. We have achieved this with nearly 150 member
centres around the country, who are now using Sharp
multifunctions as the primary device for all their needs.
The agreement with the ECC means that its members
are able to purchase Sharp products at very special
prices while receiving other bonuses at the same time,
including a wide variety of other Sharp products such as:
• LCD televisions (Sharp Pioneers of LCD) • Microwave
ovens (No1 in New Zealand) • Commercial microwaves

(perfect for centres) • Solar panels (No1 leading
manufacturer in the world) • Calculators • Data
projectors • Refrigeration • Colour A3 copiers / network
printers / network scanners / faxing
The agreement is part of Sharp’s dedication to the
education sector in New Zealand. Sharp is recognised
as a company that promotes a “sincerity and creativity”
philosophy with a deep commitment to the environment.
All of Sharp’s products are produced in state-of-the-art
plants that widely use solar energy and intensive recycling
to reduce any impact on the environment. Sharp products
are also designed and manufactured to use the minimum
power possible without compromising performance.
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School Supplies
The School Supplies catalogue boasts over 7,900 products, so we can meet
your every need. We are here to help you do the best possible work as you
strive for success. Take advantage of a single source of supply that includes
comprehensive ranges in school stationery, art supplies, office products,
furniture, technology, cafeteria and first aid.
Next business day delivery is guaranteed in most areas on stocked items for
orders placed before 5pm. You can also order online at www.schoolsupplies.co.nz

Early Childhood Council
Membership Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Special ECC Member prices
Best value
Best service
All of your supply needs met from
a single source

Wide product range including:
• Art & craft
• Café & hygiene
• Teaching resources
• Furniture & storage solutions
• Nappies & wipes
• Outdoor play equipment

Tel: 0800 577 700
Fax: 0800 367 724
www.schoolsupplies.co.nz

Get your next bulk funding payment now!
NZ Childcare Finance specialises in the early childhood sector.
We are proud to work exclusively with the ECC to bring
your Bulk Funding payment early when you need it.
We ease financial stress and smooth cash flows. We
focus on ECC members’ financial needs.
The Bulk Funding advance facility is a first for the early
childhood sector, and is designed with simplicity in mind.
• 24 hour approval process – guaranteed
• Money into your account within 24 hours of approval
– guaranteed
• Very simple and easy-to-follow paperwork
• No property security, no financial accounts, no cash
flow forecasts, and no fixed term contracts.

Free phone 0800-777559
Fax (09) 523-9725.
Email lena.thomson@childcarefinance.co.nz
Website www.childcarefinance.co.nz

SWINGS & ROUNDABOUTS
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How Does It Work?
Complete an application, provide us with proof of past
Bulk Funding deposits, and a copy of your centre licence.

Repayment of Loan
On the day of the next Bulk Funding deposit, we direct
debit our loan, plus costs, from your account. You do
not need to do anything! It's that easy!

Apply Now
To access a cash loan now with repayment from your
next Bulk Funding deposit, simply go into
www.childcarefinace.co.nz and take away the stress.
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The ECC Member Benefit Scheme provider Ezypay has been providing childcare centres with the ability to collect
their fees on time for over 10 years. The Ezypay system is simple to understand, and has the advantage of being
able to integrate with both the Infocare and APT software packages.

The key benefits of the Ezypay system are:
1. Ezy control of your income: rather than relying
on parents to pay on time, you can control your
income collection. This produces huge benefits
in terms of fast cash flow into the centre, reduced
administration, and decreased debt.
2. Ezy management of payment changes: Once you have
set your parents up on Ezypay, you will then have the
ability to manage and make changes to their direct
debits through our secure website or through your
software. For example, if a parent’s fees change, you
simply alter the amount in your software and the total
will be direct debited from the parent. It‘s that Ezy.

Ezypay provides you with a comprehensive
management and payment process that puts the
control of your cash flow back in your hands.
So whether you’re a single license centre or a larger
chain, we would like to hear from you to discuss how
direct debiting can work for your business and tell you
about our ECC MEMBERS ONLY DISOUNT.
Call 0800 399 011 or email
newenquiries@ezypaynz.co.nz

3. Ezy payment follow up: Ezypay manages the follow
up of all failed direct debits by notifying your parents,
and provides them with “catch-up” options. This
method has proven effective in reducing debt and the
administration of chasing failed payments.
Photo courtesy of EzyPay

ECC Members’ Special! 12 months’ free broadband
The Best Phone and Internet Deal Ever is Just A Phone Call Away!
• Lowest land to mobile rates to both networks in NZ
• Lowest local, national and international calling rates
• Analogue lines at $39.95 per month
• No charge for immediate disconnects
• Free online reporting and analysis
• No set up fees or hidden costs
• Guaranteed easy transition
This is an exclusive offer for all ECC members and is
valued at $532.80 worth of savings over the next 12
months. Telecomunications is a high spend area, so it’s
definitely worth taking advantage of.

And The Small Print?
• This relates to our $44.40 Pro 10GB plan

• Overuse charges apply, 5GB for $10
• Offer relates to 24 month contract

What Next?
Call Mark Wilson on 0800 89 6275. Have a recent phone
bill ready and we will do a rates comparison over the
phone, or fax a copy of your bill to 09 919 6293 and
we will prepare an analysis for you. As well as the 12
months of free broadband we expect to find a minimum
of 20% savings in all other areas. In many cases it will
be as high as 35%. After answering a few questions you
confirm you would like to proceed and that’s it!
CallPlus are a 100% New Zealand Owned Company
supporting New Zealand Businesses

Mark Wilson,
Ph: 0800 89 6275
Fax: 09 919 6203
Email: markwn@callplus.co.nz
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Collecting parents’ payments is child’s play!
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How to motivate
staff in a downturn
The job of a manager in any work place is to get the job done and to
get the job done through their employees. Sounds simple enough? But,
how do you get employees to do what you want and to buy in to your
idea of what is important to the business? Elizabeth fahey reports

There are vast numbers of motivation theories – Maslow’s
Heirachy of Needs, Theory X and Theory Y, Herzberg’s theory
of motivation, all of which are fascinating insights into human
nature and what makes us as humans get up in the morning.
However, in the real world where we need practical advice on
motivating our teams, they can be summarised in one sentence
– ask your staff what motivates them and they will tell you!
Each of us is different – we have different personal
circumstances, different upbringings, different dreams and
desires – therefore finding out what motivates us is as simple
as asking us what our priorities are. In fact, the only person
who can motivate an employee is the employee themselves.
What you can do though is create the right environment for their
natural motivators to thrive. It is common for managers to think
that if they can just provide the right information/challenge/bribe
an employee will see the wisdom of doing what the manager
wants. This is the ‘tell and sell’ method of motivation. This
may work temporarily, but for an employee to continue to be
motivated they must find that motivation within themselves.
You can assist them by taking some time to find out what
makes them tick, try another approach if you feel like you’re
banging your head against a brick wall, and look at the other
person’s reality not just your own. Your biggest contribution will
be in removing the barriers to them finding their own motivation.

So what can you do to motivate staff, particularly when you
are watching your bottom line? The key thing is be flexible –
don’t always rely on the traditional way of doing things.
One of the common misconceptions is that if you pay people
more they will stay, but in actual fact the motivational benefit
of extra salary is only as short lived as the next one or two
pay cycles. Research at the Minneapolis Gas Company,
which interviewed 31,000 men and 13,000 women over 20
years, sought to determine what their employees desired the
most. Top of the list was security, then advancement, type
of work and a company to be proud to work for. A long way
down the list was pay and benefits – contrary to popular
belief, after a certain level pay and benefits do not provide
any long-term motivation.

Cheap but VERY cheerful!
Think outside the square when thinking of ways to reward and
motivate staff. Remember to ASK them what they want.

Here are some cheap but very cheerful options:
• Bottle of wine
• Thank you note
• Manicure
• Flowers
• Chocolate
• Dinner voucher
• Movie tickets

• Pizza lunch once a month
for the team
• Where possible, be
flexible with start and
finish times to fit with
staff members’ family or
travel needs

• Free coffee for a week
from the local café
• BBQ
• Set up a centre points
scheme where points are
awarded for particular
activities i.e. going the

extra mile for a parent,
team work. With a public
leader board this then
creates some friendly
competition as well as
encouraging employees
to go the extra mile

Remember that different things work for different people but as an inspirational leader if you get to know your people well
you will soon hit on the right reward to ensure you are supporting their motivation.

SWINGS & ROUNDABOUTS
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Being an inspirational leader
STAFF / EMPLOYMENT

It is common knowledge that people join an organisation but
leave a manager. This is your opportunity to be an inspirational
leader. Get to know your team, their hopes, passions and
ambitions so you can help them progress in a way that’s best
for them. Rather than looking at motivation as something
you have to DO to them, look at it as something you help
them find for themselves. It is like nourishing a plant from the
roots up rather than dumping a whole lot of chemicals on top
afterwards and hoping for the best.

Team building
Really get to know your team and get them to get to know each
other. Tools like the Myers Briggs Type Indicator are fantastic
(and fun) exercises to go through with a team to really help them
understand what makes each other tick. How about organising
an event like tree planting for charity – it’s free to participate,
you are doing something worthwhile for the community and it
provides a great opportunity to build up the team spirit.
Elizabeth Fahey is Director of Power Stanfield Consulting
Ltd, a human resources consulting company. She has 14
years’ experience in the business arena as a business owner,
HR manager, coach and consultant. Elizabeth's expertise
includes HR strategy development, coaching, facilitation,
project management, organisational change, leadership
development and career planning.

0800 PRESCHOOL
0800 773 724
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PARENTS

Where’s Dad?
TIM KAHN REPORTS FROM THE UK

I understand there are many similarities when it comes to
attitudes towards men and women in the different Englishspeaking cultures around the world. Thus, although the legal
and policy contexts in England and New Zealand may be
different, I believe that what I have to say about engaging with
fathers in England will, to a great extent, be true of engaging
with fathers in New Zealand. Read on and I hope you will be
able to relate to what I write here.

Policy context in England
It is hard to believe that it was less than five years ago when
the UK Government first issued a policy document that
addressed father involvement in family (and early years)
services and stated an intention to “support a cultural shift in
all service provision to include fathers in all aspects of a child’s
well-being” (Department of Health 2004:70).
Why did the UK Government do this? Because of the
overwhelming evidence that when fathers are involved with
their children, the outcomes for their children are beneficial
over a whole range of social, emotional, physical and cognitive
measures (see Allen and Daly 2007 for an overview).
Little of the research that focuses on early years and families
services considers the role of fathers – most of it either focuses
on ‘parents’ or ‘mothers’, but the evidence that does exist
seems to suggest that father involvement in services benefits
children in both the short and long term (O’Brien 2004).
So, the policy mantra over these past five years has been
‘work with dads’, but the practice on the ground has still been
described in research as ‘patchy’ (Page et al 2008). That piece of
research also found that wherever there is successful fatherwork,
there is always an individual driving the agenda forward.

Barriers to father involvement
So, despite a focus on father involvement, fatherwork only
seems to be happening slowly. It is hard to know how much
this is due to fathers’ reluctance to get involved (because
many fathers are happy to leave involvement with early years
services up to their children’s mothers) other than attending
sports days and nativity plays, and how much is due to
practitioners’ lack of confidence in engaging with them.
But, whatever the reasons, I would argue that early years
practitioners are the ‘gatekeepers’ of young children’s care
and education and can do many things to facilitate father
involvement in settings.
Before we consider possible actions, it is important to review
barriers that fathers face in engaging with settings.
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Let’s firstly consider
barriers outside
the setting. These
include:
• fathers’ work
commitments –
which may stop them
attending a setting
that only runs activities
during work hours;
• society’s attitudes – which
are often influenced by the
media, and that suggest
that mothers are the
natural carers of, and that
men may be a threat to,
young children;
• fathers’ own attitudes –
they may be happy to leave
engaging with the setting to
their children’s mother.

What about the barriers within the setting?
They include:
• the ‘female space’ of the setting, which can be experienced
by fathers as intimidating, though they will usually tell you
that other men are put off by it (as it’s not very manly to
admit to your own fears!);
• some of the language that is used in settings appeals more
to women than men – for example, “Come in for a cuppa
and a chat” might be experienced as warm and friendly by
a woman, but is likely to be terrifying to a man who may feel
more comfortable being asked to help out with a job;
• the expression “all parents welcome” seems inclusive of
all to practitioners, but mothers and fathers often hear it as
“mothers welcome”.
Perhaps the biggest problem of all is: once you recognise that
fathers may not feel welcome unless you organise something
special for them, you assume that you know what they would
like and put on a football competition for them. None of them
turn up and only then do you discover that they hate sport and
you should have asked them about their likes and dislikes first!
In other words, consultation is a necessary first step.
It is these ‘within setting’, rather than ‘outside setting’ barriers
that practitioners can more easily address.
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Strategies to involve fathers

You may choose to offer a group on,
say, a Saturday morning for fathers to
attend with their children and publicise
that the group offers the additional
bonus of “giving mum a chance for a
lie-in”. One group runs Pushchairs in the Park, a monthly event
taking place in a small town in England. They attract about 50
families to each event, and about one third of the adults are
fathers – that’s generally unheard of as most people see success
as attracting one or two fathers. Why do these fathers come?
Presumably because they feel much more at home in the park
than in the ‘female space’ of the childcare setting.
Think about the wording you use when offering services. You
could run a parenting class and call it “The nuts and bolts of
kids”. That might grab a father’s attention. Call something a
“support group” and that will turn off lots of fathers. Call it an
“advice session” where you will address “problems”. Now that
sounds more interesting, even though you are providing the
same session with a different name.

For more information on engaging with fathers visit
www.pre-school.org.uk/fathers
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What makes for successful father
engagement?
I have mentioned the importance of the fathers’ champion
who drives forward this area of work. At the same time,
inclusion works best when it is embedded throughout the
service and is part of a ‘whole team approach’. So, when a
father comes through the door, it’s not always the father’s
champion who is asked to deal with him, but everyone
has the confidence to work with both fathers and mothers
and sees it as their business to do so. Senior management
commitment to fatherwork is essential, otherwise in a time of
cuts there is a danger it could be the first service to be axed.
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There are all kinds of simple things that settings
can do. Images of fathers (as well as mothers)
with children on the wall, men’s (as well as
women’s) interest magazines in areas where
parents gather, invitations to open days for
prospective children that name both mothers
and fathers, and an expectation that it is
important that both parents attend. A piece
of research based on videoing practitioners
greeting mothers and fathers showed that
practitioners gave more eye contact to
mothers and spent longer talking with them.
Reflect on the way you greet mothers and
fathers. It’s a simplistic generalisation
but mothers often create rapport when
talking with practitioners about children’s
problems. Fathers are unlikely to do so.
Do you have the time and know enough
about the things that might interest ‘your’
fathers to enter into a conversation
on ‘their’ territory? The principle is no
different from learning about young
children’s interests so that you can enter
into conversations on ‘their’ territory.

And let me finish on one final point. In England, services have
generally been much better at providing “specialist” services
for fathers, such as the discrete group for fathers and children,
or the family learning workshop for fathers and their children
on ‘floating boats’. What services and settings have found
more difficult is to embed working with fathers into their
everyday practices and procedures: this might require running
a father-friendly activity, such as rocket-making, in every
meeting of your baby and toddler group, or regularly keeping
in touch with non-resident fathers. Research suggests that
many fathers want to do things with their whole families – their
female partners as well as their children. So beware of thinking
that a successful Saturday group for fathers and children
means you are catering for all fathers. Remember the ones
who want something else.
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Reviews
BY SARAH ELLICH

From Lullabies to Literature
– Stories in the lives of
infants and toddlers
Jennifer Birckmayer, Anne
Kennedy, Anne Stonehouse
NAEYC and Pademelon Press
What’s great about this book is that
the combination of theory, examples,
and story and song ideas combine to
create a really practical resource. This
doesn’t just tell you why stories are
important, but gives you some realworld ideas about how to incorporate
them into children’s everyday learning
experiences, including ways to get

Little Kiwi Flies to
the Rescue
Bob Darroch
Puffin Books
Little Kiwi is scared of pretty much
everything, but when his much braver
sister gets into trouble he digs deep to
find his courage and earns the respect
of the other animals, and the pride of his
little sister. The book includes a number

Zou
Michael Gay
Gecko Press
Zou is a small zebra who desperately
wants to climb into bed with his mum
and dad in the morning – but how to
wake them up without making them
grumpy? Zou embarks on a breakfastmaking adventure the likes of which
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families involved with their children’s
literacy. It tackles some day-to-day
issues facing those working with
children like “Should I expect toddlers
to sit still when sharing a story with
them?” and “How do I use stories with
children whose home language is not
English?”, but it also covers larger
topics such as children’s development
in relation to sounds, conversations,
language games, and planning and
developing story experiences. Broken
down into short sections, From
Lullabies to Literature provides valuable
information whether read in snippets or
from cover to cover. A worthy addition
to your resources!

of New Zealand creatures, including
bats, a kaka, and some eels. Little
Kiwi, his sister and all the other animals
speak in easy, casual language to each
other, providing a fantastic opportunity
for some expressive reading! The setting
is clearly identifiable as native New
Zealand bush, which would make it a
good resource to use to talk about our
natives birds and plants. Added fun is to
be had in trying to spot the wee ladybird
who shows up in each of the pictures.

many readers will relate to – either
from childhood attempts at cooking
or from being on the receiving end of
a well-intentioned breakfast. Children
will enjoy the humour of the various
incidents and accidents that befall Zou
as he resourcefully tries one thing after
another to get the breakfast right. The
illustrations clearly depict each step
along the way, making it easy for those
2 and over to follow the storyline.
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Noa’s Calf
Rhondda Grieg
Mallinson Rendel
story told entirely in black and white
drawn illustrations. Rhondda Grieg is
a well-known New Zealand artist and
has set the book in the Wairarapa. In
Noa’s Calf, a boy becomes interested

How Big is a Million?
Anna Milbourne and
Serena Riglietti
Usborne Publishing
Pipkin the penguin wants to know
how big a million is – no one seems to
be able to give him an answer. In his
quest to find out, Pipkin finds ten fish,
a hundred other penguins, a thousand

Grug
Ted Prior
Simon & Schuster
The Grug books were published
30 years ago, and to celebrate this
anniversary the 24 titles are being rereleased – 12 in June and 12 in July.
Grug began life as a Burrawang tree,
the top of which fell to the ground
and turned into this endearing and
adventurous creature. Over the course
of the books, Grug makes a kite, builds

AquAnimals and Animals
Kelvin Roy
Martian Music
These two CDs contain songs about
animals, and have strong educational
content and a conservation focus. The
lyrics highlight animals’ noises, and
eating, movement, and behavioural
patterns. Many of the songs are over 3
minutes long with some quite complex
lyrics. As individual songs they are
probably more suited to the over 3s,
who will enjoy learning the words

snowflakes and one new friend, but in
the end his mother finds him his million,
and it is revealed on a huge foldout
poster in the back of the book (I won’t
ruin the surprise!). This is a great story
about discovery and curiosity. It’s a
reminder of the knowledge we take for
granted and that children have yet to
learn for themselves. The illustrations
of the snowy Antarctic add a sense of
magic to Pipkin’s quest.

a car, has a birthday, goes to the snow,
learns to swim and has many other
tales to tell. The stories are all short,
simple and charming. A few words per
page with an accompanying illustration
make them attractive to the under 2s
as well as those who are a bit older and
who can appreciate the gentle humour
as Grug goes about his business. Each
book is enjoyable on its own, but as
you read through the series you can’t
help but become more and more fond
of Grug and his constant search for
new experiences.

(which are included with the CD) and
singing along once they become familiar
with them. Individual songs could be
a starting point for discussion about
the particular animal they depict. The
almost-reggae-like tempo might make
them appealing to play as a whole
CD to the under 3s as background
music, as it creates a nice consistent
atmosphere for activities.
The CDs are available from Kelvin Roy
at Martian Music. You can email him
for more information at:
kandcroy@clear.net.nz
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This is a beautiful book, with the

in one of the cows in the field outside;
it is clear there is something different
about this cow from the others. As the
drawings unfold we realise that the
cow is pregnant, and in the course of
the book we see her give birth to her
calf. The soft, smudgy drawings evoke
the sense of mystery and wonder that
children experience when they see
an animal being born. This book is
something original and special.
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Smart Start –
How exercise can transform
your child’s life
BOOK REVIEWS

Margaret Sassé
Exisle Publishing
Written by the creator of GymbaROO,
this book is aimed at parents, but
it’s an excellent reminder for those
working with children of the huge range
of movement-related activities that
are crucial in children’s physical and
mental development. Covering the
ages from birth to 5 years in 6-month
or year-long increments, Smart Start
gives a breakdown of various ageappropriate massage techniques,
muscle development techniques, motor
perceptual activities, music and dance,

The Big Yawn
Monika Spang
Illustrated by Sonja Bougaeva
Gecko Press
Something happens as the sun goes
down at the zoo – one by one the
animals get sleepy and… they yawn.
It starts with the tigers and moves to
the swans, the crocodiles, the giraffes,
and on through all the animals. This
is a really fun book with fast-paced

I am a Penguin
Barbara Todd
Illustrated by Helen Taylor
New Holland Publishers NZ Ltd
I am a Penguin is the first in a new
educational series that aims to
introduce children to a variety of wildlife.
It combines rhyme, cartoons and colour
photography to give an overview for
those aged 4-6 of penguins’ habitat,
hunting, social behaviour, breeding,
and relationship with humans. So far,
so educational – but it succeeds where
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and use of items like balls, hoops,
ribbons and cords. Simple illustrations
show how it’s done. The foreword by
Frances Page Glascoe, a professor
of pediatrics at Vanderbilt University,
points out the success of GymbaROO in
getting dads involved in their children’s
development. A good book to have
to lend to your parents if you have a
parent library at your centre, or to use
for inspiration for parent newsletters
to share ideas on how to incorporate
movement in their child’s daily activities.
While working on these reviews I
received the sad news that Margaret
Sassé had passed away. We send our
condolences to her family and friends
and all of the many people she had
worked with over the years.

rhymes that race along describing each
animal’s night time activities until they
reach the words “…They yawn”. This
set up creates anticipation and invites
participation from children as you
read. The animals have larger-than-life
characters and are getting up to some
pretty crazy stuff before bedtime. As
with many of the books published by
Gecko, the illustrations are unusual and
full of energy and lots of funny details.

other books may fail in this regard
because it hits the nail on the head
with the tone and level of information.
The rhyme scheme obviously makes it
appealing to children, and just the right
amount of information is conveyed on
each page - enough to teach children
something and to create curiosity to
find out more. The photographs provide
a real-world depiction of each piece of
information, while the cartoons interpret
it in a more humourous way. An activity
guide for teachers and parents at the
back gives some good ideas for further
exploration of the subject.
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Win copies of these books and CDs!
We have a review copy of each of these books and CDs to give away. Because we
are lucky enough to have review copies of each of the 24 Grug books, this time we
will be sharing the prizes among seven lucky winners! To be in to win one of these
fantastic parcels of books and/or CDs, simply write the answer to the following
question on the back of an envelope and post to: ECC June Book Giveaway,
PO Box 31672, Lower Hutt 5040 by Friday 3 July 2009.

Question: How many snowflakes does Pipkin find?

A special offer for Swings & Roundabouts
readers from Wheeler’s!
A big thank you to Wheeler’s Books for giving us a copy of How Big is a Million?, Noa’s Calf and The Big Yawn to
review! These books are available from wheelers.co.nz, which offers special discounts to early childhood centres
once you have registered with your customer code online.
To help get you started, Wheeler’s is offering Swings & Roundabouts readers 40% off the recommended retail price
on one title of your choice! This offer is valid until 10 July 2009. Simply enter this code into the promotional box at
the bottom of your shopping basket: PPE3059
If you have any queries please phone Wheeler’s (09) 479 7979 (Auckland) or 0800 890 333
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Finance 101
JOHN MAKOWEM REPORTS

In my view many advisers have made
the financial advice proposition rather
difficult to understand for many
investors. I would like to share with
you a few golden rules for prudent
management of your finances. They are
basic and mere common sense, but
if adhered to will lay the platform for
sensible financial decisions. Take these
tips to heart and you’ll have a solid
foundation for future financial wellbeing.
The information here is taken from an
article in the South African Personal
Finance publication and has been
adapted for the New Zealand market.
• Save 10 cents from every $1 you earn.
If you put away at least 10 per cent
of your income as part of a long-term
savings plan, there is a good chance
that you will have a financially secure
future and be able to attain your
financial goals.
• Put 10 per cent of every pay increase
towards savings, particularly long-term
savings such as a retirement plan. If
you are employed and belong to a
retirement fund, your contributions will
increase automatically in proportion
to your pay rises. This will help ensure
that you stay well ahead of inflation.
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probably are. It usually means the
investment is too ambitious in its
claims, too risky, or simply a scam.
• Know the difference between effective
and nominal interest rates. Normally,
banks will quote you a nominal interest
rate when lending you money, but a
higher effective interest rate when you
invest money. The nominal interest
rate is the simple rate. The effective
rate is calculated by compounding the
interest earned or charged.
• Check whether the interest you
are being paid is credited monthly,
quarterly or annually. Say you invest
$10,000 for 10 years. If you receive
interest at 10 per cent credited
annually, you will get a total return of
$25,937. If it is credited monthly, you
will receive $27,070.
• If an investment product is too
complicated to understand, avoid
it. It does not mean you are stupid.
It simply means that the product
provider and/or financial adviser are
trying to baffle you.

• Use the “Can I sleep?” judgment when
making investments. An investment is
too risky if you are going to lie awake
at night worrying about it.

• Always check the costs of any
investment product. Some products
are prohibitively expensive. You should
be given a breakdown of the costs in
three ways: as a percentage of your
investment; as a fixed amount; and
as the amount by which the costs will
reduce your investment at maturity date.

• Diversify your investments. Never invest
more than five per cent of your assets
in a narrow investment (for example,
a specialist unit trust fund such as
an emerging company one) or in an
unregulated investment. Diversifying
your investments will ensure you don’t
lose everything if one investment bombs.

• Always check how much commission
is being paid to your financial adviser.
Some financial products - particularly
those offered by so-called linked
investment product providers - come
with high costs and commissions.
High commissions can be a perverse
incentive for advisers to mis-sell.

• Be extremely cautious if the returns
promised on an investment exceed
what is generally available. If they
sound too good to be true, they

• Don’t be afraid to negotiate
commissions/fees for financial advice.
Most financial products allow you to
do this. After all, it is your money.
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• If you are a true investor, you invest
for the long term and you don’t panic
when markets fall. If you want to
invest for the short term, you should
use a bank term deposit or a money
market account rather than an
investment in the equity markets.
• It is time in the market and not timing
the market that counts. Don’t try to time
markets or sectors of markets. Few
people have got rich from doing this
and most have lost money. The best
way to get rich is to take time to select
an investment product that has properly
diversified underlying investments, and
then to stick with it for the long term.
Most people make the fundamental
error of buying into an investment when
it is at the peak of its performance and
then selling when its value has dropped.
• Investing on a regular basis is a good
strategy in volatile markets. If markets
rise, your investment improves in
value. If markets fall, you get more for
your money, and you’ll benefit when
markets go up again. This is known as
dollar-cost averaging.
• If you are investing a large lump sum,
put the money in a money market
account to start with and phase it into
pre-selected investments over a period
of time. This is particularly important
with equity markets: don’t invest all
your money when prices are high and
lose out later, when they come down.

• Don’t be taken in by labels. Some
investment products style themselves
as fulfilling certain needs (for example,
“a savings plan for your child”). Banks
often offer need-branded products.
Always check the underlying investment
proposal. There might well be a more
suitable generic product with a betterperforming underlying investment,
which has a low-risk structure but the
potential for much better returns.
• Don’t become emotionally attached
to shares. If a particular share bombs
out for good reason, such as bad
management or failure to adapt to new
markets, get out. But if the share value
is falling as part of a general sector
downgrade, there is little reason to sell.
• If you are trading shares for short-term
gain, you are not an investor, you’re a
gambler. Don’t be surprised when you
make a loss.
• Avoid investing in unlisted companies.
These companies are not properly
regulated and are the favourite vehicle
of scam artists. If you decide to
invest in an unlisted company, make
sure you do your homework first and
understand the risks.
• Being a contrary investor can make all
the difference. As investment market
guru Sir John Templeton says: “The time
of maximum pessimism in the stock
market is the time to buy; the time of
maximum optimism is the time to sell.”
• Never invest on an ad hoc basis. You
should have an overall financial plan
designed to meet all your financial
needs, taking into account your

investment goals and life assurance
needs. Investing in something simply
because someone (and that includes
your neighbour or hairdresser)
recommends it, is unlikely to help you
achieve your financial targets.
• When you are advised to invest in
something, always do a bit of research
of your own. Get a second opinion and
use the internet.
• As a general rule, only invest when you
have no debt. The tax-free return you
receive from paying off debt is likely
to be greater than any returns (which
are likely to be taxed) you receive from
an investment. There are exceptions,
such as paying into a retirement fund
while you have a home loan.
• Be prepared to pay for good advice,
as you would for any expertise. But
make sure you deal with an adequately
qualified adviser - preferably one
who is a Certified Financial Planner
accredited by the Financial Planning
Institute. Good advice is worth its
weight in gold. You would not go to a
barber to have your teeth checked, so
why go to someone for financial advice
if that person is not properly qualified?
John Makowem is an adviser at Spicers
Wealth Management in Wellington.
John has a B Com LLB and a post
graduate diploma in financial planning,
and has eight years’ experience in
the financial planning industry. John’s
disclosure statement is available on
request and he may be contacted on
john.makowem@spicers.co.nz or on
(04) 4969311.
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• If you have a choice, should you pay
a fee or commission for financial
advice? As a general rule, a fee is
better for large amounts of money and
a commission for smaller amounts.
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Q&A with the Minister
The Minister of Education, Hon. Anne Tolley, kindly agreed to
answer some questions for this issue of Swings & Roundabouts.
Sarah Ellich reports

b. Would the Government
be prepared to revisit the
diploma and degree in
ECE as the only recognised
qualifications for New
Zealand ECE teachers and
for overseas qualifications
to be measured against for
equivalency by NZQA?

Q. Often, in the past, the early
childhood portfolio has been the
responsibility of an associate
minister of education. Could you
share with us why you as the
Minister of Education have taken
on this role?
A. Early Childhood Education and
Care is such an important step in
preparing children for school, and I
think that holding both the schooling
portfolio and early childhood is hugely
beneficial. It allows for continuity in
policy around the transition between
ECE and school. When I was
offered the portfolio I jumped at the
opportunity. It is a real privilege to
work with such an important sector.
Q. Our sector has been suffering
a serious staff shortage for a
number of years – in short, we are
getting desperate.
a. What can you (or the
Government) practically do to
alleviate the staff shortage in the
early childhood sector?
Photo courtesy of the Minister of Education’s office.
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c. Given that we have such
a staff shortage, restrictions
on equivalency with overseas
qualifications, a cap on
early childhood student
numbers, and a successful
policy of promoting increased
participation for New Zealand’s
children do you still feel it is
relevant and/or realistic to
maintain the goal of 100%
qualified staff by 2012, as set by
the previous government?
A. We do want to attract highly skilled
early childhood education teachers.
In this regard, I am investigating
the possibility of introducing short,
intensive educational programmes
aimed at assisting those overseas
qualified teachers who are registered
with the New Zealand Teachers
Council, but whose qualifications
cannot currently be recognised as
equivalent to a New Zealand early
childhood education qualification
for funding and staffing purposes.
It will be important that any such
programmes are of a high quality
and that teaching standards are
maintained. A decision on these is
expected in 2010. The goal of 100%
qualified teachers by 2012 was set
by the previous government, and I
have asked for advice on whether
this is a realistic aim, given the
current teacher shortage.

Q. Do you see the role of early
childhood centres as being
primarily places of education (like
schools), or do you see that the
sector has other roles to play for
children, for families and in the
wider New Zealand social context?
A. I think early childhood centres have
two really important roles - both care
and education, especially in light of
the increased hours some children are
spending at early childhood centres.
Learning through play is important,
and it’s also important that children
are nurtured during their time at an
early childhood centre.
Research shows quality early
childhood education, and quality
relationships make a significant
difference to the way children develop
and achieve later in life.
Early childhood education also has
a strong contribution to make to
this government’s goal of improving
literacy and numeracy, so that
children get the basic skills they need
to do well at school and later in life.
Q.	What are the key issues you would
like to receive input about and
engage with the early childhood
sector on?
A. Our major priority in Early Childhood
Education and Care is to increase
participation, particularly amongst
groups with traditionally low
participation rates, Maori and
Pasifika, particularly in South
Auckland. We can not simply build
centres and assume children will
appear. We need to ensure we have
quality, relevant options for families. I
welcome ideas from the sector about
how to achieve this.
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alissa tosswill reports

Cooking with the children is a great
way to stimulate their interest in healthy
eating, as children get the opportunity
to see how ingredients are combined
while being involved in the preparation.
It is important that children develop
healthy eating habits from a young age,
as these habits will help to determine
healthy eating patterns later in life. The
children will develop a sense of pride
and ownership as they learn to cook,
and they can put skills such as learning
about shapes and colours into practice.
Begin a mat session by planning a
menu with the children about what
they would like to cook. You may need
to guide them towards foods that are
realistic to make in the centre setting.
The next step could be a field trip to
the local supermarket to choose the
ingredients. Here the children will learn
about reading labels and the cost of
food. If that is not possible, you could
create a supermarket in the centre
as a fun way to learn about choosing
different foods. Through role play the
children’s imaginations will soar and
they will get the opportunity to think
about what they might like to eat.
Winter is a great opportunity to practise
food preparation and cooking skills, as
this is an activity you can do indoors.
Try to find recipes with lots of different
colours, such as red (tomatoes), green
(beans), orange (pumpkin) and yellow
(sweet corn) that will inspire the children.
It might be best to start cooking
sessions with small groups of
children who help to prepare
the meal for the whole centre.
It will be easier to supervise
and ensure that each child is
part of the preparation. Aim to
create a cooking roster so that
over the term all children will
get a chance to participate.

Things to remember when
cooking with
the children:
• ensure safe food practice by
beginning the session with
hand washing;
• focus on one step at a time;
• choose flexible
recipes as inaccurate counting
and measuring may occur;
• have ingredients on hand and
ready to go before you start;
• be prepared for
participation, ensuring there
are enough tasks and utensils
for the children;
• ask the children questions
throughout the session to
promote thinking;
• have the recipe in pictures
as well as words to
promote literacy;
• allow plenty of time and try
not to rush the process.
Alissa Tosswill is the Active
Movement Advisor for Sport
Auckland. She has a double
degree in physical education
and human nutrition. Alissa
is very passionate about
ensuring a healthy start in life
through physical activity and
healthy eating.
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Wanting to help a
hurting child? Try
some bibliotherapy
TRICIA IRVING HENDRY reports

play and learning is affected, and
regression in their development may
occur, for example, in toileting or in
their confidence at being separated
from their parent.
Tough situations might include
family break up, illness, disability,
domestic violence, dying or death.
Children cannot escape from
these unscathed when their whole
family is facing such issues. A
bibliotherapy approach uses
books to help children discover
positive strategies for their own
lives by engaging in issues that
are similar to theirs, alongside
the characters in the book.

‘Therapeutic’ books can
provide children with:
• Helpful information and concepts
about a life situation they may not
understand well;
• Answers to questions they may not
know how to ask – or may be afraid to;
• An opportunity to talk about their
worries or concerns with you;
• A chance to learn about how other
children (or characters) similar to them
faced tough situations and came
through them okay;
• An opportunity to get hope, and maybe
courage, from the examples of others;

Bibliotherapy is about using picture
or activity books to support a child
dealing with difficult life events that may
be confusing, stressful and possibly
overwhelming for them at times. The
impact of these events may mean their

• Positive insights into their situations
and strategies or problem-solving
techniques to use themselves; and
• Reassurance that they are not alone they can be supported and encouraged.
Bibliotherapy can offer a child safe
shelter in a storm. Sitting quietly and

Top photo by Auckland Sports Photography. Bottom photo by Creation House.
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reading aloud to an individual child or a
small group allows them to escape the
noise around and come into a haven.
And the reading can become interactive.
From the story can come discussion,
questions, explanations, perhaps
singing and music or making a craft
together, laughing together, and so on.
Bibliotherapy focuses on the child’s real
needs. These are always to be the basis
for the use of bibliotherapy. Teachers
need to select books with stories
and characters that will connect the
imaginative world of books to the child/
children’s own real life situations.
Bibliotherapy promotes enjoyment
of reading and literacy. Using books
that speak to a child’s life encourages
literacy, enhances their development and
increases awareness of the value and
relevance of reading to the real world.

Some steps to get started:
• Identify any difficult life situations
being faced by any young child or
children in your care as a teacher.
• Source appropriate children’s picture
books or therapeutic activity books to
use (see below for ideas about this).
• Make sure you pre-read the book very
well. Think through what illustrations or
text you could emphasise – or not.
• Consider building up a collection of titles,
possibly also making them available to
families on loan at your discretion.
• Plan some activities around this book
you could use to enhance a child’s
engagement with its characters and/or
understanding of its themes.
• Choose an appropriate time to share
the book with a child or small group,
and enact your plan.
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• Use open ended questions to
encourage discussions as you go.

Teachers are NOT
therapists.
Bibliotherapy provides early childhood
teachers with a powerful tool always
to be used carefully, thoughtfully and
appropriately with children, with full
preparation. But teachers are not
therapists or counsellors, and the key
is to primarily let the story weave its
own magic. Forcing responses is not
appropriate. Just reading the story,

HEALTH / WELLBEING

• Make sure to finish with something light.
In other words, reading a book relating to
issues that are difficult for them may be
a helpful but slightly ‘heavy’ experience
for a child, so think of ways to transition
them back into activities and routine
life by a using a ‘light’ moment. You
could encourage them to think about
something they’ve seen lately that was
funny. Or if ask them if they can imagine
having “the best dinner in all the world”;
what would it be? etc.

sharing the characters, storyline,
illustrations and any related activities is
helpful. Think of it as seed sowing.

Finding the right books can
be a challenge.
Your local library, the National Library
or any good children’s bookshop can
assist you to source books relevant
to different life situations. Or contact
Skylight for suggested booklists, or to
buy suitable titles from their support
resources catalogue.
Tricia Irving Hendry is Resource
Manager at Skylight. Skylight is a
national not for profit agency helping
children, young people and their
families/whanau move foreword
through change, loss, trauma and grief
- whatever the cause. They also help
adults who are supporting them, such
as family, whanau, friends, neighbours
and professionals. See their shop and
articles at www.skylight.org.nz or phone
0800 299 100, or email a request to
rs@skylight-trust.org.nz
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Rise in whooping
cough expected
Health officials are urging parents to get their babies immunised on time,
as New Zealand could be facing a whooping cough epidemic this year.

We are expecting a surge in whooping
cough, or pertussis, cases based on a
recent rise and the pattern of previous
epidemics, says the Ministry of
Health’s Child and Youth Health Chief
Advisor Dr Pat Tuohy.
“One of the best ways to protect babies
from whooping cough is to get them
immunised at six weeks, three and five
months. Delaying these vaccinations
increases the risk that a baby needs to
be hospitalised if they get the disease.”
The vaccine protection wanes over time
so it is also important that 4 and 11 year
olds get their booster doses, especially
if there is a baby in the family.
“This is because whooping cough can
be easily spread from children and
adults to babies who may not yet have
had all their immunisations against this
disease. Babies who get whooping

cough can become very ill and may
not be able to feed or breathe properly.
Many need to be hospitalised.”

whooping cough, unimmunised children
may need to be kept at home to protect
them from infection.”

Whooping cough usually starts with a
runny nose and dry cough, which turns
into coughing attacks. The ‘whoop’
sound occurs when children draw breath
after a coughing bout. Sometimes there
is no whooping sound.

It is extremely stressful watching your
baby struggle through a coughing
attack, says mum Wendy whose baby
Anna was about six weeks old when she
got whooping cough.

Early childhood education centre staff
can play an important role in stopping
this disease spreading, Dr Tuohy says.
“If a baby or child becomes unwell,
particularly if they are coughing, get
in touch with parents straight away.
Centres should remind parents to keep
sick children at home. Sick staff should
also stay at home,” he says.
“Staff should check immunisation
certificates or immunisation records in
Well Child books for all children enrolled
at their centre. If there is an outbreak of

“She had all the signs of a well child and
yet every time she coughed there was
just this horrible choking cough and I
just knew something was wrong.”
Over the next couple of weeks, Anna
got worse:
“At this stage she was waking up in the
night all the time. Anna was going red in
the face and just choking and choking…
There was nothing we could do except
sit her up and pat her back…you know,
make sure she wasn’t choking on the
saliva that was coming up with all the
choking. Then she was so exhausted
after that she would just cry for a little
while and in the exhaustion just fall
straight back to sleep from all the effort
of what she had just gone through.”
By now Anna wasn’t feeding well and like
many babies with whooping cough, she
had to be hospitalised. Anna eventually
recovered but it took about three months.
Anna had only had her first
immunisation so was not fully protected
at the time she got the disease. About
84 per cent of babies are protected
from whooping cough once they have
had three doses of vaccine at six
weeks, three and five months.
Immunisation against whooping cough is
also recommended, but not free, for ECE
workers and health professionals who
work with babies and young children.
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“It all started with a small cough. Within
five days I did not know what had hit me.
I was coughing all night. I couldn’t sleep.
I went to my GP and he suggested it
could be whooping cough. I thought he
was completely mad. I just didn’t believe
him but it turned out he was right.”
“I’d cough and cough and then vomit and
vomit. One time I thought I was going
to have respiratory arrest. I was pretty
frightened. I cracked two ribs coughing.
I got bleeding noses. I got pneumonia. I
used up all my sick leave and then some.
I have spent so much time on medication
it’s not funny. It took about three months
before I felt better,” she says.
“I was really worried that I had given it to
other people, although I put myself to bed
at the time when I was infectious. I would
really encourage people to get onto it as
fast as you can if you think you have it.”

“If you had offered me a vaccine before
this I would have just laughed but now
I would highly recommend vaccination.
This is hell.”
Immunisation is important but there are
also other ways adults can help stop
whooping cough spreading.
“Try to keep your baby away from
sick children and adults as much as
possible. Never cough on babies. And
if you have a cough that won’t go away
see your doctor, even if you have been
immunised,” Dr Tuohy says.

611 116, PlunketLine 0800 933 922
or the Immunisation Advisory Centre
0800IMMUNE (0800 466 863) or go to
the Ministry of Health website
www.moh.govt.nz/immunisation
Supplied by the Ministry of Health with
interview excerpts provided by the
Immunisation Advisory Centre.

If you are sick, don’t pass it on – cover
your cough, use tissues, wash and dry
your hands after you have coughed or
sneezed and stay away from others
until you have recovered.
Doctors can do a test for whooping
cough. If confirmed, antibiotics can be
given to close family to protect them,
and others, from infection.
If you have questions about whooping
cough, talk to your family doctor,
practice nurse, call Healthline 0800
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Although babies are at highest risk of
this disease, whooping cough can be
debilitating if you get it as an adult, says
Nicola Finnie, a GP liaison nurse for the
community alcohol and drug service at
Otago District Health Board.
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Active movement in
the winter months
alissa tosswill reports

Winter days can seem especially long
– children are more likely to feel unwell
and it can be days before unpleasant
weather clears. This can sometimes
create a dampened atmosphere inside
as children (and adults!) become bored
and restless. SPARC’s Active Movement
brochures are a great resource to have
on hand to provide you with ideas for
activities inside to keep children busy.
While participating in these activities
they will be developing their fundamental
movement skills and learning, as well as
keeping warm and having fun.
Bring outdoor games inside and
turn your indoor environment into
an exploration area – use this as an
opportunity to give your imagination
a workout as well! Experiment with
rearranging the furniture to make more
space, or change the layout of the
centre of a room to enable children
to find new spaces to explore. Try
to include fresh activities for the
children every day while bringing back
comforting favourites, as learning occurs
through repetition. The positive Active
Movement experiences you will provide
by offering these activities will get the
endorphins flowing to help build happy,
confident and capable children.
Try some of the activity ideas below –
Happy Active Movement! (The words in
italics show the learning experience or
movement skills being developed).

Balance Beam: Wrap old phone
books in paper; lay them on the floor
in a line to create a low balance beam
for the children to walk along. Balance
and stability.

Bean Bag Throw: Place cards with
the numbers from 1 – 10 on a mat. Ask
the children to throw their bean bag
onto a card and say the number out
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loud. (Use clean yoghurt pottles,
socks or handkerchiefs tied into
a ball as an alternative to bean
bags.) Throwing, spatial awareness,
learning numbers and counting.

catch the bubbles in a paper cup or
as an alternative try to tap the bubbles
with a straw. Catching, eye tracking and
hand-eye coordination.

circle and sprinkle the snow down on
to them. They can dance in the snow!
Ask the children to pick up all the bits
of snow to start again. Fine motor skills
developing hands and fingers.

Crawl Tag: Hand out a scarf (or ribbon)

Moving to a Story: Choose a book

Blow Bubbles: Children can try to

to each child except for two children
who will be “in”. Ask the children to
tuck the scarf in their waistbands like
a tail.  All children crawl around on
the floor and when a child who is “in”
catches another person’s scarf they put
that in their waistband and the child
without the scarf is now “in”. Upper
body development, cross-patterning and
locomotor skill.

Feather Catch: Children sit in a
circle and throw feathers up into the air.
Ask the children to watch the feathers
and when they all touch the ground
crawl into the circle and pick up one
feather. Eye development, upper body
development, cross patterning and fine
motor skill development.

Freeze with Bubbles: Blow bubbles
while having music playing – stop the
music and the children freeze and
watch the bubbles until these fall to the
ground, which is when the music can
start again and they can move once
more. Balance, stability, listening and
eye development.
Let it Snow! Get a large box and lots
of white paper. Ask the older children to
cut the paper into smaller bits and then
put the paper `snowflakes’ inside the
box. Once the box is full, you can create
a snow day. Ask two or three children at
a time to come into the centre of the

with lots of pictures or actions. As you
read out the story ask the children to act
out the scene. For example, if the story
is about a lion, ask the children to leap
like a lion across the room. Imagination,
locomotor and positive self-esteem.

Pass the Balloon: Children sit in a
circle. Inflate a balloon but don’t tie the
top, children have to pass the balloon
around holding on to the top without
letting the air escape. Fine motor skills
developing hands and fingers.

Ten Pin Bowling: Arrange empty
plastic bottles (milk cartons, old drink
bottles) like bowling pins and using
a lightweight plastic ball, recreate a
bowling alley by rolling the ball to knock
the bottles down – lengthen the bowling
strip to provide a more challenging
activity for older children. Spatial
awareness and manipulative skills.
For more information about Active
Movement, or to contact the nearest
Active Movement Advisor, call
0800 228 483 or visit www.sparc.org.nz.
Alissa Tosswill is the Active Movement
Advisor for Sport Auckland. She has
a double degree in physical education
and human nutrition. Alissa is very
passionate about ensuring a healthy
start in life through physical activity and
healthy eating.
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Being aware of
children’s time
MARIANNE KNAUSS REPORTS

Kristy and Mia are deep in play at their
magic tree. It is a beautiful old tree that
has fallen on its side. Parts of it are still
alive with new leaves sprouting. They
call it magic because that is how it feels.
It is just the place to climb with many
lower branches giving easy access. The
tree has lots of little spaces that are like
rooms. The whole place feels almost
unreal. The girls spend much of their
time here in pretend play. The joy of the
tree space has captured them. It is a
place where they play out their fantasies
and make believe undisturbed. They
are in a place where there is no time.
Nothing else matters to Kristy and Mia
when playing in the magic tree. They are
focused on the now.
Young children do not know how to tell
the time, nor read a clock. They are not
concerned with the ‘how much’ or the
‘how long’ in time. It is moments in time
and the now or present moment that is
most important. The duration of time
becomes irrelevant when absorbed in
play, as seen above with Kristy and Mia
where they have become lost in play.
As adults we have a different sense
of timing. What happens next is often
on our mind, preparing for the next

Photo by Creation House.
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event. Adults have the ability to think
across time, viewing our lives in the
past, present or future. We can learn
to appreciate the here and now from
children like Kristy and Mia. Adults have
the power to dictate children’s routines,
but we often lack their sense of the
present. This will help us to be aware of
their immediate needs.
Within early childhood programmes
it is adults who determine or regulate
the timing of events. Most of the day
in a child’s life is segmented into
routines and timetables. It is expected
that children will fit in with these daily
routines. A timetable tries to create
efficiency and typically does not allow
for time wasting. Timetables can
often be linked to bells or whistles,
which indicate that time is up. This
division of time was first introduced
in monastic rule in the 1600s. It was
later adapted to education in the form
of school calendars and timetables.
Regulating time in this method is a
way for adults to have power and
control. When we control use of time
it is a way of normalising behaviour.
Often this can be done unintentionally.

It comes from expectations placed
on us as teachers that arise from our
traditions and history.
Established routines and timetables are
not always important to young children.
Patrick, aged 3 and Emily, who is 4,
have been building a cubby together
for most of the morning outdoors. The
house is evolving and changing as
they create their play. A teacher comes
over to tell them: “One more play, it is
time to go inside”. The children huddle
inside the cubby and continue playing.
Everyone starts to go indoors. The
teacher reminds Patrick and Emily
to come inside. “One more minute?”
Emily pleads. The teacher explains it
is group time and then time for lunch.
Patrick and Emily are faced with how to
respond to this timetable.
Timetables, routines and schedules are
examples of blocks of time allotted to
children’s lives. It is others who set these
timeframes. Others, in this instance,
refer to the adults who have power over
young children’s lives. These can result
in conditions of power, domination
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The role of an early childhood educator
is often very demanding. The list of
responsibilities can seem overwhelming.
We try to juggle teaching, administrative
tasks, needs of families, observing,
programming, mentoring and cleaning.
In our lives we can become caught up
in tight schedules allowing no room
for the unexpected or the pleasures
of just being in the moment. Checking
the clock and regulating ourselves
to it allows us to be guided by the
measurement of time. Such takenfor-granted practices need to be
questioned. Is our busyness influencing
the lives of the children we work with?
Do our expectations encourage them to
take on more adult rhythm in their lives?
Routines and schedules can be adjusted
to allow children the chance to develop
their play themes without a sense of
hurrying on to the next part of the
programme. Early childhood educators
have an important role in assisting the
play process. One of these roles is to
allow children enough time for their
play to develop. They need time to
move fully into the flow of their play so
it can evolve. It takes time for ideas and
roles to develop. When they are deeply
concentrating and involved, children
become fully absorbed and able to
operate at the limits of their abilities.
When children are fully engaged in
an event, packing away interrupts the
direction of the play. Children are able to
focus on productive play when transition
times are minimised. Rooms can be
arranged to leave learning centres set
up, thus allowing the play to continue
at a later time. Rolling morning tea and
lunch breaks provide the opportunity
for children to eat at varying times
rather than with the whole group all at
once. Some children have breakfast
earlier than others, so it allows them to

eat when they are hungry. It also gives
the slower eaters more time to eat
without feeling rushed. A flexible daily
programme is not dictated by the clock,
yet is consistent in sequence to maintain
a sense of security.
When teachers are rushing around doing
housekeeping chores this can create an
atmosphere of stress and exhaustion.
Routines should not only allow for large
blocks of uninterrupted play, but also
provide time to slow down and relax.
Too often routines are focused around
adult needs without considering a child’s
sense of time. The daily schedule in
children’s services is often designed to
suit the adults; their starting and finishing
times, breaks for morning tea and lunch
hours. These enable staff to be rostered
within a particular period. I have been
to services where all the children are
required to sleep at prescribed times, so
the adults can have their lunch breaks. I
am not suggesting that early educators
stop having lunch breaks, but to plan
them taking into consideration children’s
need and rhythms.

carefully reflect from a child’s
viewpoint, we can integrate routines
and schedules in an effective way.
Marianne Knaus is a teacher in
child studies at Goulburn Campus of
TAFE NSW, Illawarra Institute. She
has taught at university, TAFE and
in preschools and childcare settings.
Marianne is currently a part-time
PhD student at the University of New
England and the focus of her thesis
centres around the hurrying of time in
the lives of young children.

Too much of a child’s day can be
regulated by adults without the child
having her or his own space. There
are moments when we all like to have
some alone time, just to sit and think
without the feeling of being overly
supervised. We lead busy lives, but
can miss out on time for a child to
simply be, and spend time in the
here and now. Time is an important
element when developing programmes
for young children. Understanding
time through a child’s eyes requires
careful consideration. When educators
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and submission. Children, some at
an earlier age than others, fit into
institutional life and regimented
patterns of routines and schedules.
As children enter childcare services
and school, time scheduling fits the
demands of that particular organisation.
As educators we should consider
whether we are dividing a child’s daily
life into portions that relate to her or him
or to the requirements of adults.
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Resolving conflicts
among children
In our last issue Robin CHAMPION looked at some ideas regarding
teachers’ roles in resolving conflicts among children. In this issue
she provides an in-depth example of a particular conflict and how it
was resolved to illustrate some conflict resolution philosophies that
have implications for the overall centre culture.

Regular teachers at the centre would have made a judgment
call based on knowledge of these children. As a relieving
teacher I could not do this. The nature of working with different
children every week and my interest in the facilitation of
‘goodwill’ in the ECE setting led me to an eventual solution.
Approaching the boys I pointed out that there were several
other bikes unoccupied. They explained these bikes weren’t
fast enough. This amazed me. Did these two year olds base
this preference on their knowledge of aerodynamics (the bike in
dispute certainly was slimmer) or on some sort of petrol-head
values? Either way, the boys certainly did agree on this one thing.
Wanting to avoid declaring one child the legitimate rider of the
bike and one child the loser in the hard-fought battle, I was
relieved when I spotted one identical black bike lying forgotten
in the play area. I pointed it out excitedly, expecting the child
who was wrangling for the bike to run and ‘possess’ this other
bike. Instead he stood his ground and they both insisted that
this was the best bike. I then considered that this was more
a battle of egos (between two otherwise good friends) than a
battle over resources.

Working at a centre where push-along toddlers’ bikes had
recently been purchased, the first fight began soon after
outside play began. It was between two boys, both nearly
three. I watched for a moment as the typical behaviours
ensued. Both hung onto the handlebars with a force that was
beyond my own adult strength. Accusations and demands
were inaudible and incomprehensible through the screams.
One child was sitting on the bike defending his right to be there
while the other strongly expressed his desire to be on the bike.
Whether the child on the bike was quickest and strongest or
whether he had taken possession through force I did not know.
I now know that whatever the case was did not matter.
Photo by Creation House.
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My next move led to what I believe was a successful
outcome. I offered my hand to the child who was not
sitting on the bike. “Come,” I said. “Come with me. I
have something very, very interesting for us to do.” As
those words came out I had no idea what that interesting
thing was and I realised what a risk this was. To maintain
credibility I had to come up with something that was equally
or more interesting than riding the coolest bike in the centre.
And I had to be quick about it. Surprisingly, this child actually
did take my hand. Perhaps I had offered the unexpected. I
hadn’t taken the role of adjudicator; I hadn’t pronounced one
child the temporary caretaker of this centre status symbol; I
hadn’t growled at them for fighting; and I hadn’t said those
lines that I myself dread “Cameron had it first” or “You’ve
had it for a long time, it’s Blake’s turn.” Perhaps Blake was
intrigued by this response. Perhaps Blake had built up
sufficient trust in me in the two hours that he’d known me.
Anyway, he took the hand that I offered.
I still didn’t know my next move. We walked a few steps
across the playground while Cameron got on that bike and
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conflict arises. Children are competent learners and are
capable of initiating patterns of cooperative play, especially if
teachers provide a model or set up an environment conducive
to cooperation. Over time, a centre culture will develop in
which values of cooperation, quality time (versus material
possession) and goodwill to others is fostered. By eliminating
the role of teacher as adjudicator, annoying episodes of
children running to the teacher in charge with “Jamie’s having
a long turn” or “I had it first” should decrease.

Then inspiration came. Not only Blake, but several other
children bought into it with total commitment. We became
observers and commentators in Cameron’s attempts at
breaking his own speed records. “And here comes Cameron
down the main straight…..up to the hairpin turn…the turn is
tight but he maneuvers the bike well…back on to the straight
and he’s coming up to the finish line…” And then all the children
join in with me “CAMERON, CAMERON, CAMERON!” “Yes…
he’s done it…he’s broken his own record.” This is repeated over
and over, the onlookers having just as much fun as the rider.
Blake happily plays role of commentator for about 20 minutes
and then I ask Cameron if he’s ready to be a watcher and see
how fast Blake can go. Cameron offers the bike to his friend
and off we all go again, cheering and commentating.

Interactions between individuals ultimately influence society.
Bronfenbrenner’s model describes the microsystem as
interactions in the child’s immediate environment e.g. a
teacher provides non-competitive alternatives to dealing with
conflict. The mesosystem is a system of linking microsystems.
This could be children and teachers influencing other children
and teachers. Common values held within the early childhood
centre form, and a ‘centre culture’ emerges or evolves. The
exosystem refers to larger communities and could be the
influence that your centre has on other centres, professionals,
supporting agencies, homes and families. These groups have
a part to play in forming the cultural values and laws of a
country - Brofenbrenner’s mesosystem. By providing children
with the skills to deal with conflict, a society develops in which
these cultural norms and laws are adopted. Bronfenbrenner
calls this process that happens over time the chronosystem
(Drewery and Bird, 2004).

By this time more children are wanting to be involved in the
game and the younger child who has been chugging along on
the other identical bike enters the main bike route with several
bumps and stops and starts. A commentary on this second
driver is easily developed. “Oh no, the driver of car number
two is having trouble. Oh dear, he’s run out of petrol. Oh no,
he’s got a flat tyre.” I take a group of children to the sandpit
steps opposite to where we are sitting. I initiate a pretend
pit stop and petrol station. No props needed, all done with
mimes. The children and I change pretend tyres, do pretend oil
changes, fill up with (and get paid for) pretend petrol.
Suddenly children come out from everywhere. Not only
were the uncool bikes serviced and filled, but every child
who wanted to play was able to play mechanic, petrol pump
assistant or petrol station attendant. Then… wouldn’t you
know it. “Haere mai ki roto, haere mai ke te whariki. Inside
everybody, mat time.” Damn!
The above experience has validated my own philosophies.
Spending quality time with a trusted human being is as rewarding
as possessing the most valued of resources. I was completely
engaged in sharing the role of commentator with Blake. He had
sacrificed the treasured bike to share time with me.
There are alternatives to taking the role of adjudicator. By a
bit of lateral thinking I was able to avoid a situation where
one child was pronounced the winner and one was the loser.
“Cameron had it first” for me was not an option.
By building up a repertoire of these alternatives, teachers can
positively change the culture of their centre. When teachers
fall into the role of adjudicator, children develop a belief that
there must always be a winner or loser. They also develop
the concept that only an adult can solve their disputes.
Conversely, teachers can facilitate cooperative play when

A lot of our work as teachers involves using scripts; standard
phrases we use in a variety of situations. I have never used
the “…had it first” script. It was never a feature of my own
childhood and as an adult I can’t make sense of it. I challenge
teachers to reflect upon the scripts they use.
Using team effort and lateral thinking, a multitude of solutions
fostering goodwill and cooperation can develop. Meeting
time can be spent sharing our ideas and successes. A list
of alternative scripts (e.g. “I think you can play with this
together”) can be created and displayed in the teachers’
area. I believe that as responsible adults we should actively
nurture the altruistic values of children. By doing this we can
contribute towards a centre culture of kindness and ultimately
influence the cultural norms held by society.

References:
Drewery, W., & Bird, L. (2004). Human Development in Aotearoa: A journey
through life. Auckland: MacGraw-Hill.

Robin Champion works both as a relieving early childhood
teacher and an independent trainer delivering workshops to
centres. She has a BA (Social Science), Diploma in Second
Language Teaching and Graduate Diploma in Teaching (ECE).
She is beginning her Masters on a part-time basis this year in
children and public policy.
Her areas of interest in ECE are: children’s acquisition of
ethics and values, and creation and evolution of centre
culture. Robin’s contact details are: PO Box 20 286, Glen
Eden, rchamp@paradise.net.nz
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motored away, his little two-year-old legs pushing as fast
as they could go. The other bikes meanwhile had acquired
new drivers. My brain was working as fast as Cameron’s little
legs. Really I felt as though I had tricked him and that I had
nothing to offer. I calmly took Blake to the park bench, which
just happened to be beside the main biking route. Blake sat
trustingly beside me, waiting for this very interesting thing to
happen. Cameron came motoring past us with a huge smile
and little legs pummeling as fast as they could.
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Growing your
expertise in infanttoddler care
SARAH FARQUHAR reports

Earlier this year Lauren Porter (Centre for
Attachment) and Sarah Farquhar (ECC
CEO) presented an ECC seminar series
on infant-toddler care. Sarah summarises
some of the information in this article,
and also provides information on creating
a breastfeeding-friendly environment.
For the young child, relationships
provide the foundation for learning. We
know the importance of relationships
from attachment theory. We also know
this now from neurological research. All
learning takes places in relationships.
Much of the human brain develops its
structure after birth. The really strong
repetitive connections are kept in the
brain. If relationships are good and
experience is good, then learning is good
and these are the really powerful things
you help to lay down for children. In
focusing on attachment and the relational
aspects you will have made a significant
difference in the life of the child.
Unfortunately, in the world we live in,
often the really powerful things that
you are helping to lay down for children
during infancy go largely unnoticed and
unappreciated. The care of under 3s and
especially baby care is devalued in our
society and within education policy and
funding arrangements.
We can be made to feel that we must be
seen to be ‘teaching’ – for example to be
reading a book to the young child from
beginning to end, when what the infant
really wants is for us to show delight in
their exploration of the feel, size and, yes,
even the taste of it. We can feel that we
must run and get the camera to document
an episode for the child’s portfolio, but
then that special moment has been
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lost. The pressure of making it look like
teaching is not about valuing the child.
Often it’s taken for granted that when a
centre meets all the checklist items for
licensing and other external requirements
(the physical/observable aspects) that
all must be right for children. However,
it is possible to sometimes find yourself
in the position of being torn between
meeting a child’s individual needs and
doing what you are expected to do
because of regulations, staffing ratio
requirements for under and over 2s,
sleeping arrangements, or whatever.
After reading this article, take time to
consider what some of the roadblocks
might be to developing good attachment
relationships with children and then how
you and your colleagues might work
around these.

What Is Attachment?
Attachment is not about what you do or
don’t do. You can do everything by the
book, checking off all the reasons, for
example, why the baby might be crying
or might be quiet and withdrawn, but
still not understand what is really wrong.
Attachment is not about what you do
for the young child, there is no set of
instructions. Attachment is about how
you and the child relate.

The recognised hallmarks of
creating a healthy attachment are:
Proximity – young children are
comforted and settled in proximity to
another human being who has capacity
to calm and settle them. Are you near
enough to see and respond to the young
child waking from a sleep? To notice

and calm the young child after being
startled or scared by an unfamiliar noise
or happening?
Sensitivity – can you respond to what
the young child needs, likes, and
enjoys? How well do you really know
the child? Can you read the young
child’s cues?
Responsiveness – are you in a position
most of the time to be able to notice
when the child’s interest is taken by
something and to stay with the child
to follow the attention through to its
conclusion? Are you able to respond to
the child when the child needs you? Or
do you feel that you can’t or shouldn’t
be responsive in some situations e.g.
baby is looking sad but he needs to go
to sleep on his own, he needs to learn
independence?

Transforming Risks
into Benefits
Despite the bad press that education
and care centres sometimes get, the
risks for children are actually the same
for any type of non-parental care
including home-based. You would
expect your doctor to know the literature
on the risks of different medications
before prescribing a particular
medication, and it’s no different in early
childhood education and care. You
should know the risks in order to ease
these and to be in an informed position
to make a real difference in the early
years of children’s lives.
On average, statistically, but not for
every child, there are greater risks of
increased levels of aggression and
anxiety the longer a child is in non-
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It can be overwhelming to be with
other children and adults, competing
for attention and being separated from
mum or dad or their main caregiver.
Different children can react differently,
though, for example a child from a larger
family may react quiet differently to
an only child. What helps is if children
have a really strong home life. But we
often see children who don’t have a
wonderfully supportive, nurturing home
life and therefore understanding the
risks for these children is important.
If children have a secure attachment
relationship with a primary caregiver when
they start at the centre then this makes a
lot of difference. But not all children do. If

you are there as an attachment figure for
the child who does not otherwise have a
secure attachment relationship, you are
making a powerfully significant difference
in the life of the child.
To be an attachment figure you must
provide: (1) most of the physical and
emotional care for the child while at the
centre, (2) emotional investment in the
child (really and truly care about the child)
and (3) continuity and consistency as a
central person for the child to go to during
the hours that the child is at the centre.

The Primary Caregiver
Model
The question is how you can possibly
be an attachment figure for every child
when there is more than a small group of
children at your centre?
This is where the concept of the primary
caregiver model comes in handy. The
primary caregiver model is regarded
professionally as a non-negotiable for
working with under 2s. The reality is, of
course, that it might not work every day

and for every child in your centre, but it is
an excellent model to work to uphold. The
idea is that for a child to feel safe, to feel
good, there needs to be someone that
the child knows is solidly there for them
– especially around times of transitions,
tired times, and nappy changing.
Sometimes there may be a reason
to deviate from the primary caregiver
model. For example, a seminar
participant gave a lovely example of how
children at her centre delighted in one
staff member in particular doing their
nappies – they saw her as heaps of fun
and nappies was something she loved
doing. Children would request/demand
that she do their nappies, regardless of
whether or not she was their primary
carer at the centre. And why not!

Providing a Breastfeeding
Friendly Environment
Why should you be interested in
providing an environment at the centre
that is breastfeeding-friendly? There
is a wealth of literature on the health
benefits for children of breastfeeding

Our services include:
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parental care. Separation from the
parent, from the family, is one facet of
stress for the young child. Stress levels
for the child at different points of the
day are another. By midday, research
suggests that though stress levels can
be high, they do drop down again later
in the day. But what this suggests is that
there are points in time when children
just want/need a bit of down-time.
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and of breast milk. Breastfeeding helps
to provide health protection for children
attending an early childhood programme.
A large longitudinal Canadian study
for example showed that for children
attending an early childhood programme
before 1 ½ years, the odds of having
six or more prescription antibiotic
treatments was seven and a half times
higher if they were never breastfeed. If
children were breastfed for the first four
months the odds were reduced to being
four times higher.
The key message in the health research
is that breastfeeding, when possible
for the mum and infant, is important.
While exclusive breastfeeding until
aged 6 months is advised, if this just
isn’t possible then keeping some
breastfeeding going is better than none
at all. It may not always be possible for
mums to get time off work to breastfed
their infant during the day or for
someone to take their infant to them,
but you can suggest that arriving early
and breastfeeding again before jumping
in the car and leaving at the end of the
day is perfectly fine with you. Healthier
children who get sick less often, means
healthier early childhood centre staff
and families too.
While there are strong nutritional
and health benefits associated with
breastfeeding, breastfeeding is also
importantly about the relational
aspects of care and nurturance.
Earlier in this article, you will recall
discussion of the role you can play in
being an attachment figure for young
children and that this helps to reduce
the behavioural and anxiety risks for
children who don’t already have a
secure attachment relationship with a
primary caregiver. You can also help
the child to have a good relationship
with mum by supporting breastfeeding,
because breastfeeding can act to
strengthen maternal sensitivity, which in
turn reduces the risks associated with
using non-parental care.
You don’t have to be an expert on
breastfeeding, you don’t have to
have breastfed your own children,
you don’t have to be a woman – men
can be wonderfully supportive of
breastfeeding too. You do need to be
supportive and non-judgemental.
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Consider these reflective questions:
How do you feel about parents
breastfeeding at the centre? Do you
know how many children in your care
are being breastfed at home? Are you
confident that families feel supported to
continue with breastfeeding? What can
you do and what needs to change?
This article has highlighted the
importance of growing your expertise
in infant-toddler care from a relational

perspective. It has given you a taste of
the information presented at a recent
Early Childhood Council seminar
series. This is information that is not
usually covered in training courses or
discussed within our profession. There
are many other dimensions to the work
of the infant-toddler practitioner that
this article has not been able to cover.
Do look out further Early Childhood
Council seminars on working with
young children.

Eight low-cost ways to create
a breastfeeding-friendly
environment and make a
wonderful difference for children
1. Inform parents at the time of enrolment that they have a choice to
continue to breastfeed when going back to work because your centre will
support this. Why not put a sign at the entrance ‘We are a breastfeeding
friendly centre’ just like the smoke-free signs. Put a friendly note about
this in the enrolment pack. Get some free flyers on combining work, using
childcare, and breastfeeding to leave with parents. Contact your local La
Leche League for a list of breastfeeding publications.
2. Be non-judgemental in your body language and what you say. There’s no
reason why an older child shouldn’t be breastfed other than people’s own
biases about this, and no reason why a mum shouldn’t express breastmilk
during the day but breastfeed at night if such an arrangement means that
some breastfeeding is able to be continued.
3. Show that you are happy for children to be breastfed at the centre, in the
main play area, outside, or wherever the mums feel comfortable.
4. Check your centre has space available that is not within the main play
area for mums to use for breastfeeding or simply to relax and have some
cuddles with baby. Provide a comfy armchair, access to fresh drinking
water, and good-sized cushions or pillows.
5. Facilitate contact for breastfeeding mothers with others – or partner with
other nearby centres to enable there to be enough mothers to make a
viable support group.
6. Learn to recognise the child’s early warning signs of the need to call mum
for breastfeeding. Encourage mum to visit and feed no matter how difficult
the separations may be.
7. It’s not uncommon for mothers to dislike expressing milk and to wish
to move their child onto artificial formula or wean all together - so
encouraging words from you about how great they are doing and how
they are benefiting their child will make a difference.
8. Check the currency of what you know about the storage and heating of
expressed breast milk and preparation of bottles. Using a microwave to
heat damages the quality of the milk.
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Outdoor
environments:
the need for
nature
PHIL SMITH reports

I recently had a really interesting debate
with an early childhood practitioner in
Auckland regarding the necessity for
outdoor play space. Both of us had spent
many years in London, and her children
had attended a centre there where there
was no outdoor play area. Her view was
that while this was possibly not ideal,
it had not held her children back in any
way in their development. Her son, now a
teenager residing in Auckland, plays team
basketball and does all the usual outdoor
and indoor activities that any other
teenager would.
Having grown
up in England,
I remember my
playgroup similarly
having no outdoor
area, although we
were based in an
enormous hall that
was great for riding
bikes around,
especially when it
was raining!

the bikes and kids made as we clattered
round and round the hall as fast as we
could, the musty smell of the storage
areas where the toys were stored, the
smell of tea coming from the bright blue
kitchen. The only positive environmental
thing I remember from being there was
‘the other room’ – a room where we had
quieter, more structured play. I can vividly
remember the sun lighting this room
up – this was a sunny and warm room.
Strange recalling this now, how much
friendlier that room felt compared to the
other.

“...these places,
whilst fulfilling
educational and
social needs,
are somewhat
lacking in
environmental...”

But I still cannot
help feeling that these places, whilst
fulfilling educational and social needs,
are somewhat lacking in environmental –
maybe this helps explain why as adults
we have so little concern or awareness
for our environment. I can vividly recall
the ‘environment’ of my playgroup, but
not because it was great – quite the
opposite. I remember the darkness of
the hall when it was raining outside, I
remember the smell of the raw timber
parquet floor, the almost deafening noise

Having spent
my formative
years in a very
urban unnatural
environment,
I feel strongly
that we should
all have good
access to nature.
Possibly because
I grew up in this
environment,
I went to the
opposite extreme
as I got older – just about every available
minute of my teenage years was spent
with friends on the banks of my local
rivers and lakes fishing; we even fished
all night so that we could enjoy ourselves
for longer. And it wasn’t just about the
fishing – fishing was part of the discovery
of nature – it was really a fact finding
mission of what was in the water! And
this extended to an appreciation of the
entire environment – tree species, birds,
weather patterns, etc.
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Coming from this background, any
indoor space, without a strong
connection to a natural outdoor
environment is as alien to me as trying
to live on the moon! Thankfully, in
New Zealand good access to outdoor
playspace is a requirement of all our
childcare establishments, but I would
have to add that there is more to
outdoor space than just meeting the
space and softfall standards. All too
often I see benign, badly conceived
play areas that meet all the standards,
but offer little of interest to children.
And cost is no excuse – well-designed
outdoor play areas rich in natural

surfaces and planting are often
cheaper to build than large expanses
of unnatural softfall.
So what makes a good outdoor play
space (and what makes a bad one)?
While searching the internet for research
and examples, I came across an excellent
UK website, which really illustrated the
point I am trying to make: that not only
do children need access to outdoors,
but the ‘natural’ quality of this outdoor
space is paramount to its success. The
examples on this and the following page
are taken directly from this website
with both my own and their comments
to illustrate. For more information, see

The good...
“....the proper approach to British or European Standards is not to regard
them as laying down a compulsory standard to be followed slavishly in all
cases....If a rational process of risk assessment, together with a balance
of cost, risk and benefit can justify departure, then there would be no
failure to exercise reasonable care.” Raymond Machell QC, PLAYLINKcommissioned legal advice.
Now this statement to me says it all. I just heard a local councillor in New
Zealand recently say that local community groups should no longer get
involved with building playgrounds as the possibility of being sued by
parents of children injured whilst using the playground was too big a risk!
What kind of society are we creating?
Photo: Sue Gutteridge, Stirling Council

“Freiburg City Council has been installing non-conventional playgrounds
– not the sterile flat fields full of brightly coloured fixed equipment so
common in the UK – but rich naturalistic play spaces, full of mounds,
ditches, logs, fallen trees, bushes, wild flowers, boulders and other natural
features.” Tim Gill
To me, any space that you can picture spending time in yourself will be
good for children as well. I would be happy to be here!
Photo: Tollplatz: Freiburg, Lindsey Houston

“Play provision should be inclusive and offer all children a range of sensory
experiences: – just like the Garden of Senses.” PLAYLINK.
A rich balance of natural surfaces, plants, trees and water – it is no
coincidence that there is nothing artificial in this picture.
Photo: Garden of Senses, Faelledparken, Helle Nebelong

“Where they can, children consistently choose natural environments for their
play – grassy slopes, woodlands and shrubs, rockpools, sand and water, piles
of fallen leaves, snow.” Sandra Melville PLACES for PLAY.
Compared to images of a similar sized expanse of softfall, this picture really
illustrates the delight of nature over the sterile safety of many ‘designed’
outdoor play areas. Where would you rather your children were?
Photo: Sue Gutteridge, Stirling Council
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www.freeplaynetwork.org.uk/playlink/
exhibition/woepossibility – I have found
it a very useful check when designing
outdoor child spaces.
Phil Smith is an English-trained
architect, now working in New Zealand,
specialising in early childhood design
and ‘green’ buildings of all types. He
spent 10 years in London, working
at the practice of Lord Norman
Foster, where he learnt much about
sustainable architecture and designed
many sustainable buildings. He can be
contacted on phil@philsmith.co.nz or
mobile: 021 716 893.
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The bad and the ugly...
“Some 30 – 50% of a playgrounds budget is spent on safety surfacing and
fencing. There are few if any grounds for believing that this percentage of
overall spend represents best value.” Bernard Spiegal, PLAYLINK.
What amazes me here is that someone designed this. Someone, who was
once a child themselves, decided that this is what children should aspire to!
Photo: Bernard Spiegal, PLAYLINK.

“When we visited this site, children were playing in the trees and bushes in the
other side of the field” Sandra Melville, PLACES for PLAY.
Why is there a belief that children must like gaudy, bright, unnatural colours?
Thankfully this proves otherwise and they have voted with their feet to go to
natural surroundings – but at what cost?
Photo: Bernard Spiegal, PLAYLINK.

“Professor Ball found that the scientific evidence of the effectiveness of safety
surfacing (softfall) as a risk reduction measure is mixed and he raises doubts as
to whether the costs of this are proportional to the resulting reduction in injuries
to children” Health and Safety Executive Press Release, UK
Useful evidence backing up what I have long suspected, that children really
do not need sterile, low risk environments. Children are more than capable of
deciding, even at a young age, what constitutes an acceptable risk for them.
Photo: Nicola Butler, Free Play Network
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UNICEF Report
BARBARA LAMBOURN REPORTS

The children of New Zealand deserve the
best start in life. As one of the world’s rich
countries we are in a position to make
sure they get it – even in a recession.
There’s no argument about how vital
early years are to short- and long-term
outcomes. It’s not something we can
afford to get wrong.
But a recent report (December 2008)
from UNICEF’s Innocenti Research
Centre based in Florence, Italy,
showed that New Zealand rates poorly
compared with other OECD countries
for spending on childcare and preschool
education services - 19th out of 23. We
trail countries like Mexico, Portugal and
Hungary and are well behind countries
like France, Iceland and the Nordic four.
The OECD standard for spending in this
vital (as we all well know) area is 1% of
GDP – New Zealand’s offering is 0.4%,
less than 50% of the expected standard.
And if that is not enough to worry about
– we scored at number 23 out of 25 for
“effective parental leave” with just 14
weeks’ entitlement at 50% of salary. In
Norway and France it’s five times higher
and in the UK parents have entitlement
to a year off at tapering rates – the first
6 weeks at 90%.
We failed on child poverty (at 15%
we are well over the 10% benchmark)
and on universal access to health care
services. Dr Nikki Turner, Advocacy
Advisor for UNICEF NZ reminds us
that child healthcare services are not
universally free and after-hours services
are expensive and often well beyond the
reach of those most in need.
But there is good news – we ranked 7th
overall and beat all other English speaking
countries on a set of 10 benchmarks
measuring basic minimum standards.
Over 95% of our 4 year olds benefit
from being enrolled in some form of
early childhood education – and there
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is no argument about the advantages of
this for later learning and socialisation
ability. We have a well monitored
national plan, subsidies, adequate
regulatory systems and good staff
training and ratios of staff to children.
But, the report cautions what it terms a
“parallel revolution” as a great change
comes over childhood in the world’s
richest countries (yes, that includes us).
Today’s rising generation is the first in
which a majority spend a large part of
early childhood in some form of out of
home care. At the same time neuroscientific evidence points to the earliest
months and years being critical for every
aspect of a child’s development – with
long-ranging implications. The quality
of relationships with caregivers in those
first years is the nub of the dilemma
and poses the question as to whether
the transition to more out of home care
represents an advance or a setback for
today’s children and tomorrow’s world.
It is often an economic
imperative for both parents
to be in the workforce, and
many families without available
grandparents or extended family
to assist them look to an early
childhood service for support
with childcare and enrichment for
their child. The challenge, then,
for all providers of non-parental
early care and education, be
it kindergartens, childcare
centres, or home-based
education is to be aware of
this neuro-scientific evidence
and work alleviate the risks
around non-parental care.
You can do this by supporting
parent-child attachments and
by having in place practices
to support the development
of secondary attachments
between children and staff.
Download the full report
from www.unicef.org.nz or

view a PowerPoint of the main points –
you are welcome to use it for informing
and educating others.
Barbara Lambourn is National
Advocacy Manager for UNICEF NZ. Her
role involves identifying and advocating
on matters that impact on children in
New Zealand, in respect of their rights
under the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child (UNCROC).
Before taking up her job with UNICEF
in July 2007 Barbara was part of
the inaugural team at the Ministry of
Social Development that conceived
and introduced the very successful
SKIP (Strategies with Kids Information
for Parents) programme designed
to guide parents in the use of nonphysical discipline and positive
parenting methods. Her background is
in community development in the Bay of
Plenty and in Wellington.
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Upcoming ECC Events
Mark your diaries now!
Keep an eye on our events page on our website for further details and to register for ECC events:
www.ecc.org.nz/events

JUNE/JULY 2009
What Employers Need to Know
This seminar will focus on meeting your obligations as
an employer. It will cover essential topics including: Staff
induction, staff appraisals, dealing with performance issues
and the specifics of the Employment Relations Act, and an
update on recent legislative changes.

The seminar will provide clear and concise information
delivered in plain language and of relevance to employing staff
in an early childhood centre context.
Three locations: Auckland 30 June; Wellington 2 July; Hawkes
Bay / Havelock North 4 July. All seminars run 10.30am – 3.30pm.
For information, visit the ECC website: www.ecc.org.nz/events

JULY/AUGUST 2009
Early Childhood Regulations
The new regulatory system is substantially different from
the previous system of licensing and chartering. Update
your knowledge about the new system and what the new
regulations actually say.

A government review of the 2008 Regulations is currently
taking place. For all new and existing early childhood centres
the amendments to the regulations will be in place or known
by July 2009. For more information on dates and locations of
this nationwide seminar and to download a registration see
the events page of the ECC website: www.ecc.org.nz/events

Know your rights and how to meet your obligations under the
new regulatory system. This is a no-scare, factual half-day
seminar involving group discussion. A package of handouts
will be provided.

Join the ECC now – get half price subscriptions from 1 July
till the end of 2009 and attend the seminar at ECC member
prices! To join, go to our website: www.ecc.org.nz or phone us
on 0800 742 742.

MAY 2010
ECC Annual Conference 2010
7 – 9 May
Christchurch Convention Centre
Preceded by the Early Childhood Research Symposium
2010, 6 May, also at the Christchurch Convention Centre.

childhood researchers and catch up with the work they
are doing. Exclusive ECC Member discounted prices!
Weekend and full conference registrations!
An amazing range of national and international keynote
speakers, trade stalls presentations, prizes and giveaways.
Registration will be available from 20 November 09. Keep

Come to New Zealand’s largest and favourite annual early

an eye on our conference website for further details:

childhood conference. Take an extra day to join early

www.ecc.org.nz/conference
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